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Detailed analysis of Characters in Ambrose Bierce's An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge. Learn all about how the
characters in An Occurrence at Owl Creek.

To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the
essays. James Pickering. One begins to feel as uncomfortable reading this section of the text as though they
were on the bridge over Owl Creek itself. That means, he is not a character in the story himself. There's a
problem with this paper. So his character, confused and clinging to life, calls to the reader to follow this hero
on his journey. He is then identified as Peyton Farquhar, a man who attempted to destroy the very bridge they
are standing on based on information he was given by a Federal scout Evaluation of Literary Elements: an
Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge. What makes you cringe? Peyton Farquhar persuaded himself that he had
escaped the hanging by jumping in the water although he never really enters the water. He has placed his own
motives ahead of his responsibility to his family. The reason, one wonders, is because you have to keep the
audience interested. An imagination is key for some people, who escape real life into a fantasy world. By
means of suspense, the author invokes anticipation and a lack of certainty, drawing the reader further into the
plot. The 10 intervals of silence grew progressively longer; the delays became maddening. Another flash
forward happens in part I right in the beginning of the story when the reader does not know why this man is on
that bridge and is going to be hanged. In this paragraph, Peyton becomes aggravated and anxious due to an
unknown, irritating sound. The combination of all these aspects creates a great delusion that makes it almost
impossible for the reader to distinguish between reality and illusion. His story is told through three sections.
This type of narrative most definitely suggests that the character has died due to the detached, yet attached
language of Farquhar. With a noose around his neck, Union soldiers watch as the gentleman collects his
thoughts in his last moments before he is hanged for accidentally revealing his allegiance to the Confederacy
to a Union spy. In Realism, everything is real, meaning it only focuses on the cold, hard truths of life. Through
Farquhar 's mind he is able to escape the harsh reality of being hanged. The story takes place during the
American Civil War. Little is known about him beyond the class distinctions that make him a seemingly
unlikely candidate for execution as a Confederate agitator. Though the events in the book only take seconds,
the story is over eight pages long. This paragraph successfully aides in developing the tone and mood of the
whole short story through descriptive imagery and setting. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to
protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. Because we are
experiencing all of the emotions that the condemned man felt, we are drawn into his private world. For more
information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post. Farquhar is a son of
privilege and Southern dandy, and his life of ease has done little to prepare him for the rigors faced among the
front lines of the Civil War. With this information it is easy to determine that this story was written as a
Realistic text. Life is living to learn how to become better. At this moment, Farquhar stares at the river below
his feet, watching pieces of driftwood flow downstream.


